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We numerically simulate the process of nuclear spin measurement in Kane’s quantum
computer. For this purpose, we model the quantum dynamics of two coupled nuclear
spins located on 31P donors implanted in Si. We estimate the minimum time of mea-
surement necessary for the reliable transfer of quantum information from the nuclear spin
subsystem to the electronic one and the probability of error for typical values of external
noise.

Recently 31P donors in silicon were proposed
based on nuclear spin dynamicsl. It was shown

as candidates for quantum logic gates
that a quantum Control-Not operation

may be performed using a pair of donor nuclear spins indirectly coupled via hyperfine
interactions with electrons. Because of a very weak interaction of nuclear spins with the
environment, they exhibit huge decoherence t imes2, which is advantageous for quantum
computations. However the almost perfect isolation of the spins from the environment
also makes difficult reading out the computation result. The traditional NNIR methods
do not allow sufficient accuracy to measure the signal from a single spin. Therefore, Kane
proposed a special procedure for measuring the quantum states of nuclear spinsl. In the
course of this procedure, the information about the spin state of nuclear subsystem is
transferred to the electron subsystem, so that the latter finally finds itself either in singlet
or triplet state depending on the initial state of nuclear spins. The latter states may be
distinguished through their different charge properties, e.g., by means of single-electron
capacitance techniques. We present simulations of dynamics of two coupled electron and
nuclear spins in the course of the read-out procedure and estimations of minimum time
necessary for a reliable measurement of the computation result. We also study the effects
of external noise on the measuring results.
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Figure 1. Two 31P donors in silicon. The
nuclear spins are coupled to the outer elec-
trons by the hyperfine interactions con-
trolled by A gates, and the electrons are
mutually coupled via exchange interaction
controlled by the J gate.
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Figure 2. Energy levels of’ me system of
two coupled nuclear and electron spins vs.
exchange coupling J. Inset shows the bot-
tleneck between states 1133) and /134) at
larger scale.

The Hamiltonian of the system is of the form

% = 2PB@lz +&) – 2g.@(ilz + ~Zz) + 4AISIII + 4&&Iz + 4&&,

where Sz and Ii are electron and nuclear spin operators corresponding to donors 1 and 2,
p~ and ~. are the Bohr and nuclear magnetons, g. = 1 13 is the nuclear g-factor, 13 is
the external magnetic field, Ai are the hyperfine interaction constants for nuclei 1 and 2,
and J is the constant of exchange interaction between the electrons.

Generally, % possesses 16 energy levels, which correspond to different projections of the
four spins on the direction of magnetic field. Of these 16, four states with total projection
S. + Iz = – 1 form a closed group that is of interest to us. The dependence of these
levels on the exchange coupling are shown in Fig. . After the quantum computation is
performed at J + O, the system may find itself either in the state I13z) = \ J.J-)el T-$+ .l.t)n
or in the state /134) = I .JJ)~ / ~-$ – $~)n. As the exchange coupling between the hydrogen-
like electron levels of the donors is adiabatically increased by means of an external gate,
state \132) retains its structure, whereas state [.?34)evolves into \ ~.~ – ~~)~ I .JJ.)n, i.e, the
electron and n?.:~lear su’ -siems exchang~ their spins. As a : ~sult :‘ ‘lectron subsystem
finally finds it in a t or triplet sti~ ~1~iepending oil the in! ~te c~fthe n~~clear
subsystem. 13 ‘.rer {ncreased too ; }ipidl::, the syst .;m rn, xc .r,ed from state
I17J into sta[ ,L’, > .1 has the sa~i~.’ symmetry yet evol~{ ~he opposite sense
from I ~.J – .. “). I J..; o I ~~)e I ?4. – .jT}n. This wo~dd re \nto an erroneous
measurement. By nuii . . . . ally simulating the quantum dynamics w’ the system in the
course of measurement, we calculated the dependence of P4, the probability for the system
to finally find itself in state 1134), on the duration of measurement T for the case of
Al = A2 = A (see Fig. ).
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For small T, P4 ~ Obecause the short-term dynamics of electrons is only weakly affected
by hyperfine interaction and the electron subsystem retains its spin. For sufficiently large
2’, P4 tendsto 1 according to the law 1–P4 cc exp(–T/~). For the typical valuesof
13=2TeslaandA/h=l.8x 108sec-1 one obtains ~-1=5.7x 105sec-1.

By scaling A, we found that~-l MA2/2pBBFL. This result can be explained as follows.
The width ofthe bottleneck between the states 1134)and \13q)is A17=4A (see Fig. ,inset)
and the corresponding interval ofJ is also on the order of A. Hence T/~ N AEAt/li,
where At is the time of passage of the system through this bottleneck.

Amplitude of state IE4) vs. duration of measurement for B = 2 Tesla and Ajli =
1.8 x 108 see-* (solid curve). The dash-dot and dashed curves show the same dependence
for A/h = 1.8 x 109 see-l and A/h = 1.8 x 101° see-l
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